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Aim
• Measure, compare, add and subtract: lengths (m/cm/mm); mass 

(kg/g); volume/capacity (l/ml).



DivingCompare Lengths

Complete the sentences comparing 
the lengths of the leaves.

Tree Leaf Length

oak 100mm

ash 21cm 6mm

beech 13cm 5mm

chestnut 208mm

a) The oak leaf is than the chestnut leaf.

b) The chestnut leaf is than the beech leaf.

shorter

longer

c) The beech leaf is than the oak leaf.longer

d) The chestnut leaf is than the ash leaf.shorter



DivingCompare Lengths

Use <, > or = to compare each set of measurements. 

One has been done for you.

25mm > 2cm

250mm 25cm

6cm 9mm 609mm

12cm 5mm 105mm

=

<

>

52cm 52mm 5cm 2mm> =



DivingCompare Lengths

Order these lengths from shortest to longest:

83mm 80cm 3mm 18cm 3mm

830cm 8m 33cm 830mm

83mm

shortest longest

18cm 3mm 80cm 3mm 830mm 830cm 8m 33cm



DeeperCompare Lengths

Emily and Nicole are comparing the length of different leaves.

Tree Leaf Length

oak 11cm

ash 196mm

beech 138mm

chestnut 20cm

The chestnut leaf is shorter than 
the beech leaf because 20cm is 

less than 138mm.

Do you agree with Emily? Give 
your reasons.
Emily is not correct. 20cm is 
equivalent to 200mm, which 
is longer than 138mm, so the 
chestnut leaf is longer than 
the beech leaf.



DeeperCompare Lengths

Emily and Nicole are comparing the length of different leaves.

Tree Leaf Length

oak 11cm

ash 196mm

beech 138mm

chestnut 20cm

I have sorted the leaf lengths into 
ascending order, from shortest 

to longest.

Do you agree with Nicole? Give 
your reasons.
Nicole is not correct – chestnut 
leaves should be the longest. The 
correct order is oak, beech, ash, 
chestnut.

oak beech chestnut ash



DeeperCompare Lengths

Two measurements have been sorted into this diagram incorrectly. 

Which ones are incorrect? Where should they have been placed?

Longer Than 100mm Not Longer Than 
100mm

Longer Than 50cm 3m 75cm

Not Longer Than 
50cm 7mm 6cm

75cm is incorrectly placed – it should be in the top left box.
7mm is incorrectly placed – it should be in the bottom right box.



DeepestCompare Lengths

109mm 128cm 16mm

9cm 9mm 80cm 5mm 6m

Sort these measurements into the Venn diagram.

Less than 1m More than 10cm

16mm

9cm 9mm

109mm

80cm 5mm

128cm

6m



Dive in by completing your own activity!

Compare Lengths
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